
 

Smart Battery EEPROM Resetter 1.0

i'm using this as a test platform for the tn013. i need to reset the smart module of a prius by
programming the dv and pin code. unfortunately i had to modify some of the code, especially the pin
code function, due to some incompatibility between the jtag and dst-aes setups. the product is great,

and the instructions are pretty clear. i only have 2 issues that i need help with: 1) i cannot find the
right command to reset the battery when i use the tdv (toyota diagnostic voltage) command. the

arduino code is above. using the avdi basic package you can access the diagnostic and programming
functionality of the smart key system, thus allowing you to program and read keys, as well as to

reset the smart access system and make immobilizer codes safe again. this solution does not require
a subscription or additional equipment. the program can be performed on all toyota models,

regardless of the market on which they are offered (us, europe, uk, asia). further products are
available for 2003+ toyota corolla, 2003+ toyota matrix, 2003+ toyota rav4, 2003+ toyota avalon

vehicles. it does not require a subscription and no access to the internet is necessary to perform the
procedure. it can be performed on all toyota models, regardless of the market on which they are

offered (us, europe, uk, asia). the solution covers all models, regardless of the market on which they
are offered - all versions of the models are supported (us, european, uk, asia). diagnostic testing

functions of the tbn013 - adaptive diagnostic system make it possible to diagnose issues and make
sure the vehicle is working as it should and identify and correctly reset the smart access system. the
procedure is carried out without the need to remove the data storage device or access the website.
this function is available for all toyota/lexus/scion models from 2017 up to 2019.this diagnostic tool

allows you to diagnose and adjust vehicle parameters and settings, such as the air-conditioning,
engine, safety system and many others. it allows you to perform a diagnostic check of the air-

conditioning, engine, safety system and many others. it also allows you to perform a smart system
reset of the immobilizer, dtcs or id-box (when this is applicable).
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allows you to reprogram transponder keys using the abrites zn039-2 for any toyota model with a
smart access system. this is required when a smart access system is active. if the problem is not
addressed using the above function, the immobilizer code will remain invalid. using the avdi basic

package you can access the diagnostic and programming functionality of the smart key system, thus
allowing you to program and read keys, as well as to reset the smart access system and make

immobilizer codes safe again. this solution does not require a subscription or additional equipment.
all things considered, the bq2040 is a top-notch key fob controller that is definitely suitable for a

variety of embedded applications. it functions with a single aa battery, and the hardware is built to
operate down to at least 3.3v. the firmware is straightforward to modify, and the documentation is

readily available. it is quite rugged, and it has an spi interface that provides the same level of
security as a tkl. ssp battery monitor is a simple program that monitors the battery voltage level. it is
a command-line application (for windows). it includes basic functions such as voltage monitor, level

read-out and conversion to readable format. it is not as powerful as the windows application
vbm2hv, but it is simple and easy to use. still finding bugs in the software, though.. i've got like 5
batteries that i can talk to with this thing, 3 that won't, and each of those 5 has revealed another

function that's not quite working as intended. soooo much trouble working with datatypes and bits.
le ugh. i also found out that all laptop smart batteries (i.e.: all batteries) are compatible with this

protocol, so this is a much more useful tool than i originally imagined. it's called the smart battery
specification, and it defines all those commands i built into the program. so i might be able to clean
it up even more. getting rid of some of the redundant features (like multiple command sets, when
there's only one), and adding more (like using that spec to verify communication, parse a bit field,

etc). augh. i almost think i need to waste my time on more useful endeavors =p 5ec8ef588b
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